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   Throughout the present paper, we assume that ld isa ring with identity 1, r

a subring with the same identity whose center contains a field of characteristic

l 2. Further [ti : r].=2 if there exists a right ri -free basis for d. Then the

followings are well known.

    i) If ld, l" are fields, then d/r is a Gaiois extension.

   ii) (Jacobson) If a is a division ring and r is a finite dimensional central

division ring, then nt/I" is a Galois extension [3].

   iii) (Tominaga) If " is a simple ring and l' is a finite dimensional central

simple algebra, then A/l" is a Galois extension [6].
   Let di==Q[X]/(X2) where Q is the field of rational numberg. Then d:=Qecr Q

is a free Q-module of rank 2 where a is the residue class of X modulo (X2). Then

A/Q is non-Galois. For if a is an arbitrary Q-automorphism of ti, then a (a)=aq

for some qEQ since ev2==O. Let MZ be a maximal ideal of A containing or Q,

P == qG +aqi (qe, qiEQ) an arbitrary element of id. Then a(P) -P =a(qqi -qi)EswZ.

Hence A/Q is non-Galois by Th.1.3, (f) of [21.

   In this paper, we shall give

   iv) Necessary and suMcient conditions for ri/r to be a a-Galois extension

for some automorphism a of ti of order 2 when A, r are commutative rings and

id == r+ orP is r projective such that {1 (g) 1, a(g) 1} is a rnt-free basis of idnt for

each maximal ideal m of r.

   In the subsequent studies, we assume that A, T are commutaive.

   Let d=r+ar for some aEli. Then we may assume that a2e1". For, if

a2 + ari + ro == O for some ro, ri E 4 {1, P =a+ ri/2} forms a system of r

-･
generator for di and P2 E l".

   Hence, in what follows, a system of r -generator (or a F -free basis) {1, ct}

for " we mean such one that ev2GL
    '
   Lemma 1 Let ri = t' +ar be r -Pro7'ective such that {1 (g) 1, a(E9 1} is a free

rnt -basis for ldnt for each maximal ideal m of r where Ptn is a locali2ation of r at
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n; and Ant =A opr I]nt. Then the corresPondence o : re {- a"ri -> ro - {eeri (ro, ri E 1")

of zi is an automorPhism of id (of order 2) ana tia = 1'.

   Proof. Let nt be an arbitrary maximal ideal of r. Then the map lldnt:A->

K/ttint defined by 6-->(･･･, 6(E9 1, ny･"* is a rnt-monomorphism. Now the map anv of

llrim defined by (-i･, (ro + cteri) X 1, ･･･) -> (`･･, (ro - aeri) op 1, ･･･) is a Tnt-automorphism.
11t

   If ro + aeri = ro' + aeri'(ri, ri' E r), llllcnt ((ro - ro') + a(ri - ri')) = b(･'', ((re - ro'

-I- a(ri - ri')) (El) 1, ･･･) :(･･･, (re - ro')- ev(ri - ri')) op 1, ny-･) == llent((ro- ro')- cr(ri - ri')) =O･

Hence ro - ro' - a(ri - ri') = 0. This means that o is well defined, and hence the

following diagram is commutative

                       17tnt
            O -->A ->Untdnt (exact)
                    So ffcnt la

            O ->A -> IZntdnt (exact)

Hence a is a l'' -automorphism of a as a ILmodule.

   Now a((ro + aeri) (ro' + creri')) == a(roro' + at2nri' + a(riro' + rek')) = roro' + a2rih'-

a(riro' + rori') ==: (?'o - ari) (7'o' - aeri') == a (ro+ or.ri) a(re' + ari') yields at once a is an

automorphism of d of order 2.

   Proposition 1. Let 1" be a local ring, d a free I" -module of rank 2 with a1 -free

basis {1, a}.

    a) A/I] is a a-Galois extension where a is an automorPhism of zi of order 2 if

and only if cr2 e U(T), the grouP of units of r.

    b) a2 E J(1"), the .lacobson radical of I-, ijf and onlN if J(A)IRJ(r)A. Moreover,

if this is the case, J(ri)=J(r)ecrr, and d is local.

   Proof: a) Let A/l" be a a-Galois extension. Then, since d/l" is separable and

A :i{ r[X]/(X2 - cr2), we can see that X2 - a2 is a separable polynomial. Hence a2 e

qr) by cor. 2.4 of [4].

   Conversely, let a be the map defined by ro ÷aeri -> ro -aeri (ro,ri E r). Then

a is an automorphism of A with da=L Now since a2EU(F), -(a"')a(av)el/2+
a-`eav/2 = 1, - (a-')a(a)o(1/2) + a-`a (ev/2) = 0 show that A/l" is a a-GaloiS extension.

    b) Let MZ be a maximal ideal of d. If sw'}ceJ(r), d=: Mt+J(F)ti. Hence, by

Nakayama's Lemma, we have a contradiction d=W. Thus 1(r).c= n swt ="d),

and hence "I])ti :=: "l")ecr1(r)Ef(li). Now, assume that a2EJ(T). Then a2 E fld)

$ww for each maximal ideal swt of A yields cr E M and so aE .1<n). Consequently,

we have 1(I])A = 1<I") e ct1<1') s f(I]) e ar g l(d). On the other hand, if ro + ae ri

Ei 1(d), then ro G 1<r) since creri E 1(A). Thus we obtain .l<d) = 1<r)eal". Next, let

re+ctori and re'+aeri' be non units of d. Then ro, ?'o' are so in r, and hence

re + ro' E 1(r), since I" is local. From this, we obtain (ro + evri) + (re' + evri') == (ro

* Cf.'CorollaireI, Chap. ll, ss3 of [1].
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+ro')+a(ri+ri') Eii .l(l")eaFgJ(A). Thus f(n) is the set of non units of d.

Conversely, let 1(d) {R.f(P)a. If cr2ef(n), then a2 E U(I"), since F is local. Then

d/l" is Galois by a). But this yields a contracliction l(A) := f(l") d by Prop. 7.8 of

[5].

   Corollary 1. Let I] be local, d a free l"-module of rank 2. Then the fbllowings

are equivalent.

    a) A/l- is a a-Galois extension where a is an automorPhism of a of order 2.

    b) IllC {1, a} is a r -free basis for d, then a2 (i U(l-).

    c) J(a) - J( [')A.

   Proof. a) = b), c) -> b) are direct consequences of Proposition 1.

   a)->c). Since ti/7(l")A is a a-Galois extension over [i/f(I])dAl", if we.note

that 1<1")Anr == J(Z"), A/f(l")A is a -Galois extension over a field l-el(I])A/J

(r)d. Hence d/f(I")A is semi-simple. Thus f(ti)=1(r)A.

    Theorem 1. Let d= I-' +ar be ['-Proiective such that {1 (E91, cr op 1]･ is a l",,

-basis of Ant for each maximal ideal m of r. Then d/r is a a-Galois extension

where a is an automorPhism of d of order 2, if and only if; cr2 E U(l-).

    Proof. By Lemma 1, there exists an automorphism ff of d (of order 2) defined

by a(re+everi)=ro -aeri and a" ;= l-. Hence, if a2 Ei U(I"), we can easily see that

the existence of a a-Galois coordinate system of n/r as similar methods as that

of Proposition 1. Conversely, if ti/r is Galois, then ri/r is separable. As is

shown in Prop. 2.3 of [4], "/l" is separable if and only if Ant/i"tn is separable

for each maximal ideal nt of T. Since d/r is a-Galois, so is Am/Tnt. Hence

a(29 1 E Ant = A (29i-tl"tn is contained in U<dnt) by Proposition 1. Thus a2 (2} 1 == 1 (Eb

a2E U(4n). This showsthat a2EU(T), since crEli-nt for each maximal ideal

 nt of r.

    Corollary 2. Let A=l"+ar be a free I"-module of rank 2. Then A/r is a

a-Galois extension where a is an au.tomorPhism of d of order 2 if and only if

a2 EE U(r).
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